SUFFERING IN SILENCE
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1. A ewe, with two lambs, dragging a
severely infected vaginal prolapse.

13. A ewe so noticeably ill who died right
7 . Lambs straying loose on a busy 13
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2. Lambs left staggering around with
painful swollen joints due to infection
contracted through their navel,‘Joint ill’.

8 . A terrified mother and lamb 14
14. Main flock of sheep moved from one
drowning in a fast flowing dyke. (below, field to another leaving very young lambs
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behind without their mother.

3. Pregnant ewes, were left to die in
agony while experiencing difficult births
without necessary assistance. (see below)
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9. Sheep with serious flystrike over large
areas of their bodies heaving with
maggots. (see below)
4. Ewes and lambs alike in urgent need
of veterinary attention, were left with
painful aggressive foot rot. (see our letter

This lamb was desperately trying to
suckle from her dead mother. Her
brother had also perished.

to the RSPCA opposite following our report and
below, we treat a lamb with severe foot rot
while her mother looks on.)
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10. Young lamb born with a ‘shaking
affliction’ deteriorating day by day.

5. One lamb was suffering with foot rot
and
a broken front leg.
6. Many orphaned lambs left to fend for
themselves.

11
11.Worm-egg counts from sheep faeces
confirmed a high parasite burden.
12
12. Decaying sheep and lambs left for
days and weeks in fields and dykes, often
until they disintegrated. (see letter
opposite)
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Our letter to the RSPCA following our last report to them in July 2004:
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An in-depth report on sheep
welfare entitled ‘SILENT
LAMBS’
compiled
by
Advocates for Animals is
available by post priced £4.95
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These videos shows the commonplace
suffering of animals in the intensive factory
farming industry
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If you would like to make a
donation to help us continue
with our animal
investigations
please visit the donation page
on our website

On a happier note - here are
some rescued lambs enjoying
life in the safety of Hillside.

